Abstract. A compressed full-text self-index is a data structure that replaces a text and in addition gives indexed access to it, while taking space proportional to the compressed text size. This is very important nowadays, since one can accommodate the index of very large texts entirely in main memory, avoiding the slower access to secondary storage. In particular, the LZ-index [G. Navarro, Journal of Discrete Algorithms, 2004] stands out for its good performance at extracting text passages and locating pattern occurrences. Given a text T [1..u] over an alphabet of size σ, the LZ-index requires 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, where H k (T ) is the k-th order empirical entropy of T . Although in practice the LZ-index needs 1.0-1.5 times the text size, its construction requires much more main memory (around 5 times the text size), which limits its applicability only to not so large texts. In this paper we present an space-efficient algorithm to construct the LZ-index in O(u(log σ + log log u)) time and requiring 4uH k (T )+o(u log σ) bits of space. Our experimental results show that our method is efficient in practice, needing an amount of memory close to that of the final index, and outperforming by far the construction time of other compressed indexes. We also adapt our algorithm to construct some recent reduced versions of the LZ-index, showing that these can also be built without using extra space on top of that required by the final index.
Introduction and Previous Work
Text searching is a classical problem in Computer Science. Given a sequence of symbols T [1..u] (the text) over an alphabet Σ of size σ, and given another (short) sequence P [1..m] (the search pattern) over Σ, the full-text search problem consists of finding (counting or reporting) all the occ occurrences of P in T . Nowadays, much information is stored in the form of (usually large) texts, e.g. biological sequences such as DNA and proteins, XML data, MIDI pitch sequences, digital libraries, program code, etc. Usually, these texts need to be searched for patterns of interest, and therefore the full-text search problem plays a fundamental role in modern computer applications.
Text Compression and Indexing. Despite that there has been some work on space-efficient inverted indexes for natural language texts [67, 58] (able of finding whole words and phrases), until one decade ago it was believed that any general index for text searching (such as those that we are considering in this paper) would need much more space. In practice, the smallest indexes available were the suffix arrays [47] , requiring u log u bits 1 to index a text of u symbols. Since the text requires u log σ bits to be represented, this index is usually much larger than the text (typically 4 times the text size). With the huge texts available nowadays (e.g., the Human Genome consists of about 3 × 10 9 base pairs), one solution is to store the indexes on 1 log x means log 2 x in this paper. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained in this paper and compares with existing approaches. 
Index
Indexing space (in bits) Indexing time
Suffix Arrays (SA) [33] O(u log σ) (*) O(u log log σ) SA [21] u log u O(u log u) CSA [32] u(H0(T ) + 2 + ) + o(u log σ) ( ¶) O(u log u) CSA [54] O(u log σ log σ u) ( †) O(u) AF-FMI [25] uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) ( §) O(u log u(1 + log σ log log u )) LZ-index [4] (4 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) ( ‡) O(σu) LZ-index (this paper) 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) O(u(log σ + log log u)) Reduced LZ-index a (this paper)
(1 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) O(u(log σ + log log u)) Reduced LZ-index b (this paper) (2 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) O(u(log σ + log log u)) Reduced LZ-index c (this paper) (3 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) O(u(log σ + log log u)) (*) this is o(u log u) bits for log σ = o(log u). ( ¶) this is O(u log σ) bits of space, in the worst case. ( †) for = log 3 2. Again, the space is o(u log u) bits for log σ = o(log u). ( ‡) for any 0 < < 1 and k = o(log σ u), applies to all LZ-index variants. ( §) for any k α log σ u and any constant 0 < α < 1.
Preliminary Concepts

Model of Computation
We assume the standard word RAM model of computation, in which we can access any memory word of w bits, such that w = Θ(log u), in constant time. Standard arithmetic and logical operations are assumed to take constant time under this model. We measure the size of our data structures in bits. Usually, after an indexing algorithm builds a text index in main memory, the index is stored on disk along with the text database, for persistence purposes. In the case of compressed self-indexes, the index by itself represents the database. At query time, the index is loaded into main memory in order to answer (many) user queries. Thus, by saving the index the (usually costly) indexing process is amortized over several queries. Yet, in other scenarios, one builds the index in main memory and answers queries on the fly.
We will initially assume that there is enough main memory to hold the final index. Later we will consider reduced-main-memory scenarios, where we will resort to secondary memory to hold the intermediate results.
In this case, we will assume that there is enough secondary memory to hold the index we build.
Since, depending on the scenario, we might or might not have to read the text from disk, and we might or might not have to write the final index to disk, and because those costs are fixed, we will not mention them. Yet, in the reduced-main-memory scenarios we will use the disk to read/write intermediate results, and in this case we will also consider the amount of extra I/O performed. When accessing the disk, we assume the standard model [65] where a disk page of B bits is transferred to/from secondary storage with each access. Finally, the space required by the text is not accounted for in the space required by the indexing algorithms. If it resides on disk one can process it sequentially so it does not require any significant main memory. Moreover, in most of our algorithms one could erase the text at an early stage of the construction.
Empirical Entropy
A concept related to text compression is that of the k-th order empirical entropy of a sequence of symbols T over an alphabet of size σ, denoted by H k (T ) [48] . The value uH k (T ) provides a lower bound to the number of bits needed to compress T using any compressor that encodes each symbol considering only the context of k symbols that precede it in T .
Lempel-Ziv Compression
The Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm of 1978 (usually named LZ78 [68] ) is based on a dictionary of phrases, in which we add every new phrase computed. At the beginning of the compression, the dictionary contains a single phrase b 0 of length 0 (i.e., the empty string). The current step of the compression is as follows: If we assume that a prefix T [1..j] of T has been already compressed into a sequence of phrases Z = b 1 . . . b r , all of them in the dictionary, then we look for the longest prefix of the rest of the text T [j + 1..u] which is a phrase of the dictionary. Once we have found this phrase, say b s of length s , we construct a new phrase b r+1 = (s, T [j + s + 1]), write the pair at the end of the compressed file Z, i.e. Z = b 1 . . . b r b r+1 , and add the phrase to the dictionary.
We will call B i the string represented by phrase b i , thus B r+1 = B s T [j + s + 1]. In the rest of the paper we assume that the text T has been compressed using the LZ78 algorithm into n+1 phrases, T = B 0 . . . B n , such that B 0 = ε (the empty string). We say that i is the phrase identifier corresponding to B i , for 0 i n.
Property 1.
For all 1 t n, there exists < t and c ∈ Σ such that B t = B · c.
That is, every phrase B t (except B 0 ) is formed by a previous phrase B plus a symbol c at the end. This implies that the set of phrases is prefix closed, meaning that any prefix of a phrase B t is also an element of the dictionary. Hence, a natural way to represent the set of strings B 0 , . . . , B n is a trie, which we call LZTrie. Property 2. Every phrase B i , 0 i < n, represents a different text substring.
The only exception to this property is the last phrase B n . We deal with the exception by appending to T a special symbol "$" ∈ Σ, assumed to be smaller than any other symbol in the alphabet. The last phrase will contain this symbol and thus will be unique too.
In Fig. 1 we show the LZ78 phrase decomposition for our running example text T ="alabar a la alabarda para apalabrarla", where for clarity we replace blanks by ' ', which is assumed to be lexicographically larger than any other symbol in the alphabet. We show the phrase identifiers above each corresponding phrase in the parsing. In Fig. 3(a) we show the corresponding LZTrie. Inside each LZTrie node we show the corresponding phrase identifier. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 a l ab ar a la a lab ard a p ara ap al abr arl a$ Fig. 1 . LZ78 phrase decomposition for the running example text T ="alabar a la alabarda para apalabrarla", and the corresponding phrase identifiers.
The compression algorithm is O(u) time in the worst case and efficient in practice provided we use the LZTrie, which allows rapid searching of the new text prefix (for each symbol of T we move once in the trie).
Property 3 ([68]). It holds that
√ u n u log σ u . This implies log n = Θ(log u) and n log u u log σ.
We shall use the following result of Kosaraju and Manzini [39] to bound the output of the LZ78 parsing of text T in terms of the k-th order empirical entropy of T .
Lemma 1 ([39]).
It holds that n log n = uH k (T ) + O(u 1+k log σ log σ u ) for any k.
In our work we assume k = o(log σ u) (and hence log σ = o(log u) to allow for k > 0, i.e. higher order compression); so that n log n = uH k (T ) + o(u log σ).
Succinct Representations of Sequences and Permutations
A succinct data structure requires space close to the information-theoretic lower bound, while supporting the corresponding operations efficiently. We review some results on succinct data structures, which are needed in our work.
Data Structures for rank and select Given a bit vector B [1. .n], we define the operation rank 0 (B, i) (similarly rank 1 ) as the number of 0s (1s) occurring up to the i-th position of B. The operation select 0 (B, i) (similarly select 1 ) is defined as the position of the i-th 0 (i-th 1) in B. We assume that select 0 (B, 0) always equals 0 (similarly for select 1 ). These operations can be supported in constant time and requiring n + o(n) bits [51] , or even nH 0 (B) + o(n) bits [60] .
There exist a number of practical data structures supporting rank and select, like the one by González et al. [24] , Kim et al. [38] , Okanohara and Sadakane [59] , etc. Among these, the first [24] is very (perhaps the most) efficient in practice to compute rank, requiring little space on top of the sequence itself. Operation select is implemented by binary searching the directory built for operation rank, and thus without requiring any extra space for that operation (yet, the time for select becomes O(log n)).
Given a sequence S[1.
.u] over an alphabet Σ, we generalize the above definition to rank c (S, i) and select c (S, i) for any c ∈ Σ. If σ = O(polylog(u)), the solution of [18] allows one to compute both rank c and select c in constant time and requiring uH 0 (S) + o(u) bits of space. Otherwise the time is O( log σ log log u ) and the space is uH 0 (S) + o(u log σ) bits. The representation of Golynski et al. [23] requires n(log σ + o(log σ)) = O(n log σ) bits of space [8] , allowing us to compute select c in O(1) time, and rank c and access to S [i] in O(log log σ) time.
Data Structures for Searchable Partial Sums
Given an array A [1. .n] of n integers of k bits each, a data structure for searchable partial sums allows one to retrieve A[i] and supports operations Sum(A, i), which computes The data structure of [46] supports all these operations in O(log n) worst-case time, and requires nk + o(nk ) bits of space. For us, it is interesting that the space can be made nk + O(n) bits.
Succinct Representation of Permutations
The problem here is to represent a permutation π of {1, . . . , n}, such that we can compute both π(i) and its inverse π −1 (j) in constant time and using as little space as possible. A natural representation for π is to store the values π(i), i = 1, . . . , n, in an array of n log n bits. The brute-force solution to the problem computes π −1 (j) looking for j sequentially in the array representing π. If j is stored at position i, i.e. π(i) = j, then π −1 (j) = i. Although this solution does not require any extra space to compute π −1 , it takes O(n) time in the worst case.
A more efficient solution is based on the cycle notation of a permutation. The cycle for the i-th element of π is formed by elements i, π(i), π(π(i)), and so on until i is found again. Notice that every element occurs in one and only one cycle of π. For example, the cycle notation for permutation ids of Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 2(b) . So, we compute π −1 (j) looking for j only in its cycle: π −1 (j) is just the value "pointing" to j in the diagram. To compute ids −1 (13) in our example, we start at position 13, then move to position ids(13) = 7, then to position ids(7) = 12, then to ids(12) = 2, then to ids(2) = 17, and as ids(17) = 13 we conclude that ids −1 (13) = 17. Since there are no bounds for the size of a cycle, this takes O(n) time in the worst case. Yet, it can be improved for a more efficient computation of π −1 (j). To compute π −1 we follow the cycles as before, yet now we follow a backward pointer as soon as possible. We store the backward pointers compactly in an array of n log n bits. We mark the elements having a backward pointer by using a bit vector supporting rank queries, which also help us to find the backward pointer corresponding to a given element (see [52] for details). Overall, this solution requires (1 + )n log n + n + o(n) bits.
Next we present a result which shall be useful later for our purposes of constructing the LZ-index for a text T . Our result states that any permutation π can be inverted in-place in linear time and using only n extra bits of space. This can be seen as a particular case of rearranging a permutation [20] , where we are given an array and a permutation, and want to rearrange the array according to the permutation.
Lemma 2.
Given a permutation π of {1, . . . , n} represented by an array using n log n bits of space, we can compute on the same array the inverse permutation π −1 in O(n) time and requiring n bits of extra space.
Proof. Let A π [1..n] be an auxiliary bit vector requiring n bits of storage, which is initialized with all zeros (this is just the raw bit vector, no additional data structure for rank and select is added). Let π be the array representing the permutation, using n log n bits of space. The idea to construct π −1 is to use the cycle structure of π to reverse the "arrows" conforming the cycles (i.e., "i → j" in a cycle of π, which means π[i] = j, now becomes "i ← j", which means π −1 [j] = i). So, the main idea is to regard the cycles of π as "linked lists". Thus, constructing π −1 is a matter of reversing the pointers in the lists, and therefore we shall need three auxiliary pointers to do that job. We follow the cycles of π, using A π to mark with a 1 those positions which have been already visited during this process.
We start with the cycle at position a ← 1, and traverse it from position p ← π[a]. We then set b ← π[p], π[p] ← a (i.e., we store the position a which brings us to the current one), and A π [p] ← 1. Then we move to position a ← p, set p ← b, and repeat the process again, stopping as soon as we find a 1 in A π . Then we try with the cycle starting at position p + 1, which is the next one after the position that started the previous cycle, and follow it just if the corresponding bit in A π is 0.
Thus, each element in the permutation is visited twice: elements starting a cycle are visited at the beginning and at the end of the cycle, while elements in the middle of a cycle are visited when traversing the cycle to which they belong, and when trying to start a cycle from them. Thus, the overall time is O(n), and we use n extra bits on top of the space of π, and the Lemma follows.
Succinct Representation of Trees
Given a tree with n nodes, there exist a number of succinct representations requiring 2n + o(n) bits, which is close to the information-theoretic lower bound of at least 2n − Θ(log n) bits.
Balanced Parentheses
The problem of representing a sequence of balanced parentheses is highly related to the succinct representation of trees [53] . Given a sequence par of 2n balanced parentheses, we want to support the following operations on par: f indclose(par, i), which given an opening parenthesis at position i, finds the position of the matching closing parenthesis; f indopen(par, j), which given a closing parenthesis at position j, finds the position of the matching opening parenthesis; excess(par, i), which yields the difference between the number of opening and closing parentheses up to position i; and enclose(par, i), which given a parentheses pair whose opening parenthesis is at position i, yields the position of the opening parenthesis corresponding to the closest matching parentheses pair enclosing the one at position i.
Munro and Raman [53] show how to compute all these operations in constant time and requiring 2n + o(n) bits of space. They also show one of the main applications of maintaining a sequence of balanced parentheses: the succinct representation of general trees, with the so-called BP representation. Among the practical alternatives, we have the representation of Geary et al. [22] and the one by Navarro [55, Section 6.1]. The latter has shown to be very effective for representing LZ-indexes [56] .
DFUDS Tree Representation To get this representation [9] we perform a preorder traversal on the tree, and for every node reached we write its degree in unary using parentheses. For example, a node of degree 3 reads '((()' under this representation. Notice that a leaf is represented by ')'. What we get is almost a balanced parentheses representation: we only need to add a fictitious '(' at the beginning of the sequence. A node of degree d is identified by the position of the first of the d + 1 parentheses representing the node.
This representation requires 2n + o(n) bits, and supports operations parent(x) (which gets the parent of node x), child(x, i) (which gets the i-th child of node x), subtreesize(x) (which gets the size of the subtree of node x, including x itself), degree(x) (which gets the degree, i.e. the number of children, of node x), childrank(x) (which gets the rank of node x within its siblings [35] ), and ancestor(x, y) (which tell us whether node x is an ancestor of node y), all in O(1) time. If we assume that par represents the DFUDS sequence of the tree, then we have:
Operation depth(x) (which gets the depth of node x in the tree) can be also computed in constant time on DFUDS by using the approach of Jansson et al. [35] , requiring o(n) extra bits.
Given a node in this representation, say at position i, its preorder position can be computed by counting the number of closing parentheses before position i; in other words, preorder(x) ≡ rank ) (par, x − 1). Given a preorder position p, the corresponding node is computed by selectnode(p) ≡ select ) (par, p) + 1.
Representing σ-ary Trees with DFUDS For cardinal trees (i.e., trees where each node has at most σ children, each child labeled by a symbol in the set {1, . . . , σ}) we use the DFUDS sequence par plus an array letts [1. .n] storing the edge labels according to a DFUDS traversal of the tree: we traverse the tree in depthfirst preorder, and every time we reach a node x we write the symbols labeling the children of x. In this way, the labels of the children of a given node are all stored contiguously in letts, which will allow us to compute operation child(x, α) (which gets the child of node x with label α ∈ {1, . . . , σ}) efficiently. In Fig. 3(c) we show the DFUDS representation of LZTrie for our running example.
We support operation child(x, α) as follows. Suppose that node x has position p within the DFUDS sequence par, and let p = rank ( (par, p) − 1 be the position in letts for the symbol of the first child of x. Let n α = rank α (letts, p − 1) be the number of αs up to position p − 1 in letts, and let i = select α (letts, n α + 1) be the position of the (n α + 1)-th α in letts. If i lies between positions p and p + degree(x) − 1, then the child we are looking for is child(x, i − p + 1), which, as we said before, is computed in constant time over par; otherwise x has not a child labeled α. We can also retrieve the symbol by which x descends from its parent with letts[rank ( (par, parent(x)) − 1 + childrank(x) − 1], where the first term stands for the position in letts corresponding to the first symbol of the parent of node x.
Thus, the time for operation child(x, α) depends on the representation we use for rank α and select α queries [18, 23] . Notice that child(x, α) could be supported in a straightforward way by binary searching the labels of the children of x, in O(log σ) worst-case time and not using any extra space on top of array letts. The scheme we have presented to represent letts is slightly different to the original one [9] , which achieves O(1) time for child(x, α) for any σ. However, our method is simpler to build, since the original one is based on perfect hashing, which is expensive to construct.
The LZ-index Data Structure
Definition of the Data Structures
Assume that the text T [1..u] has been compressed using the LZ78 algorithm into n + 1 phrases T = B 0 . . . B n , as explained in Section 2.3. The data structures that conform LZ-index are [55, 56 ]:
1. LZTrie: is the trie formed by all phrases B 0 . . . B n . Given the properties of LZ78 compression, this trie has exactly n + 1 nodes, each one corresponding to a phrase B i . 2. RevTrie: is the trie formed by all the reverse strings B r 0 . . . B r n . In this trie there could be internal nodes not representing any phrase. We call these nodes empty. 3. Node: is a mapping from phrase identifiers to their node in LZTrie. 4 . Range: is a data structure for two-dimensional searching in the space [0 . . . n] × [0 . . . n]. We store the points {(revpreorder(t), preorder(t + 1)), t ∈ 0 . . . n − 1} in this structure, where revpreorder(t) is the RevTrie preorder of node for phrase t (considering only non-empty nodes in the preorder enumeration), and preorder(t+1) is the LZTrie preorder for phrase t+1. For each such point, the corresponding t value is stored.
Succinct Representation of the Data Structures
The data structures that compose the LZ-index are built and represented as follows.
LZTrie. For the construction of LZTrie we traverse the text and at the same time build a trie representing the Lempel-Ziv phrases, spending (as usual) one pointer per parent-child relation. At step t (assume B t = B ·c), we read the text that follows and step down the trie until we cannot continue. At this point we create a new trie leaf (child of the trie node of phrase , by symbol c, and assigning the leaf phrase number t), go to the root again, and go on with step t + 1 to read the rest of the text. The process completes when the last phrase finishes with the text terminator "$". In Fig. 3(a) we show the Lempel-Ziv trie for the running example, using pointers. After we build the trie, we can erase the text as it is not anymore necessary, since we have now enough information to build the remaining index components. Then we build the final succinct representation of LZTrie, essentially using the parentheses representation of Munro and Raman [53] , yet newer versions of the LZ-index [6] use the DFUDS representation [9] . Arrays ids and letts are also created at this stage.
Node. Once the LZTrie is built, we free the space of the pointer-based trie and build Node. This is just an array with the n nodes of LZTrie. If the i-th position of the ids array corresponds to the j-th phrase identifier (i.e., ids[i] = j), then the j-th position of Node stores the position of the i-th node within the balanced parentheses. As there are 2n parentheses, Node requires n log 2n bits.
RevTrie. To construct RevTrie we traverse LZTrie in preorder, generating each LZ78 phrase B i stored in LZTrie in constant time, and then inserting it into a trie of reversed strings (represented with pointers). For simplicity, empty unary paths are not compressed in the pointer-based trie. When we finish, we traverse the trie and represent the trie topology of RevTrie and the phrase identifiers in array rids. Empty unary nodes are removed only at this step, and so the final number of nodes in RevTrie is n n 2n. Notice that if we use n log n bits for the rids array, then in the worst case RevTrie requires 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of storage, and the whole index requires 5uH k (T )+o(u log σ) bits. Instead, we can represent the rids array with n log n bits (i.e., only for the non-empty nodes), plus a bitmap of 2n+o(n) bits supporting rank queries in O(1) time [51] . The j-th bit of the bitmap is 1 if the node represented by the j-th opening parenthesis is not an empty node, otherwise the bit is 0. The rids index corresponding to the j-th opening parenthesis is rank(j). Using this representation, RevTrie requires uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of storage. This was unclear in the original LZ-index paper [55, 56] .
Range. For Range, the data structure of Chazelle [12] permits two-dimensional range searching in a grid of n pairs of integers in the range [0..n] × [0..n]. This data structure can be represented with n log n + O(n log log n) bits of space [45] as follows. We assume first that the points are obtained from pairing two permutations of {1, . . . , n}, i.e., there is exactly one point with first coordinate i for any 0 i n, and one point with second coordinate j for any 0 j n.
To construct Range, we sort the set by the second coordinate j, and then we divide the set according to the first coordinate i, to form a perfect binary tree where each node handles an interval of the first coordinate i, and thus knows only the points whose first coordinate falls in that interval. The root handles the points with first coordinate within [1..n] (i.e., all), and the children of a node handling the interval [i. Every tree node v is then represented with a bit vector B v indicating for each point handled by v whether the point belongs to the left or right child. In other words, B v [r] = 0 iff the r-th point handled by node v (in the order given by the second coordinate j) belongs to the left child. Every level of the tree is represented as a single bit vector of n bits, using data structures for constant-time rank and select [51] , which are needed to support the search (as well as, given a node, finding the corresponding starting position within the level, see [45] for more details). Thus, we only need O(log n) pointers to represent the levels of the tree, avoiding in this way to store the pointers that represent the balanced tree.
This data structure supports counting the number of points that lie within a two-dimensional range in O(log n) time, as well as reporting the occ points inside the search range in O((1 + occ) log n) time [45] . Since in our case n is the number of LZ78 phrases of text T , the O(n log log n) term in the space requirement of the data structure is just o(u log σ) bits, and thus the space requirement is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits.
RNode. In the practical implementation of LZ-index [55, 56] , the Range data structure is replaced by RNode, which is a mapping from phrase identifiers to their node in RevTrie. After we free the space of the pointer-based reverse trie, we build RNode from rids in the same way that Node is built from ids. It is important to note that, by using RNode instead of Range, the LZ-index cannot provide worst-case guarantees at search time, bust just average-case guarantees. However, this approach has shown to be effective in practice since it has a good average-case search time [56] .
Overall Space Requirement. Using those succinct representations, each of the four structures that conform LZ-index requires n log n + o(u log σ) bits of space, which according to Lemma 1 is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, for k = o(log σ u). Hence, the final size of the LZ-index is 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, for any k = o(log σ u). The LZ-index can be built in O(u log σ) time [55] .
Experimental Indexing Space
A large amount of storage is needed to construct the LZ-index [56] , mainly because of the pointer representation of the tries used at construction time. In the experiments of the original LZ-index [56] , the largest extra space needed to build LZTrie is that of the pointer-based trie, which is 1.7-2.0 times the text size [56] .
On the other hand, the indexing space for the pointer-based reverse trie is, in some cases, 4 times the text size. This is, mainly, because of the empty unary nodes. This space dictates the maximum indexing space of the algorithm. The overall indexing space was 4.8-5.8 times the text size for English text, and 3.4-3.7 times the text size for DNA. As a comparison, the construction of a plain suffix array without any extra data structure requires 5 times the text size [49] 
Reduced Versions of the LZ-index
New versions of the LZ-index have been introduced recently [6, 7, 5] , which require less space than the original LZ-index, in some cases also improving the search performance of the original LZ-index. One of the approaches introduced to reduce the space is the so-called navigational-scheme approach, which consists in regarding the original LZ-index (the version using RNode instead of Range, see Section 3.2) as a navigation structure which allows us moving among the LZ-index components (i.e., LZTrie nodes, LZTrie preorders, phrase identifiers, RevTrie nodes, and RevTrie preorders).
Thus, the original LZ-index has the scheme: Node : phrase identifier → LZTrie node; RNode : phrase identifier → RevTrie node; ids : LZTrie preorder → phrase identifier; and rids : RevTrie preorder → phraseidentifier. As we have seen in Section 2.5 for the DFUDS representation, trie nodes and the corresponding preorders are "connected" by means of preorder and selectnode operations, so we have a navigation scheme that allows us moving back and forth from any index component to any other.
This approach allows us to study the redundancy introduced by the original index. Several new reduced schemes have been introduced [5] , allowing the same navigation yet requiring less space.
Scheme 2
The so-called Scheme 2 of LZ-index [5] is as follows: ids : LZTrie preorder → phrase identifier; rids −1 : phrase identifier → RevTrie preorder; and R : RevTrie preorder → LZTrie preorder. Thus, the space requirement is 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space. Though this scheme does not provide worst-case guarantees at search time, it has shown to be efficient in practice, outperforming competing indexes in many real-life scenarios [5] . Thus, we are also interested in its space-efficient construction in order to extend its applicability. There exists another alternative requiring the same space as Scheme 2, called Scheme 1. However, Scheme 2 outperforms it in most practical cases [5] , and thus we disregard Scheme 1 in this paper.
Scheme 3
This LZ-index variant has the following scheme: ids : LZTrie preorder → phrase identifier; ids −1 : phrase identifier → LZTrie preorder; rids : RevTrie preorder → phrase identifier; and rids −1 : phrase identifier → RevTrie preorder. The space requirement is (2 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, since arrays ids and rids are represented with the data structure for permutations of Munro et al. [52] . This scheme has also shown to be efficient in practice, outperforming competing indexes in many real-life scenarios and being able to require less space than Scheme 2 (yet, when requiring the same space, Scheme 2 outperforms Scheme 3 in many cases).
Scheme 4
This scheme of LZ-index represents the following data: ids : LZTrie preorder → phrase identifier; ids −1 : phrase identifier → LZTrie preorder; R : RevTrie preorder → LZTrie preorder; and R −1 : LZTrie preorder → RevTrie preorder. The space requirement is also (2 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, since the inverse permutations are represented by the data structure of [52] . Though Scheme 3 outperforms Scheme 4 in most practical scenarios [5] , Scheme 4 is interesting by itself since its space can be reduced even more, achieving interesting theoretical results.
The idea is to replace array R by a data structure allowing us to compute any R[i], yet requiring less than the n log n bits required by the original array. Thus, for every RevTrie preorder 1 i n we define function ϕ such that ϕ(i) = R −1 (parent lz (R[i])), and ϕ(0) = 0 (operation parent lz is the parent operation in LZTrie, yet working on preorders instead of on nodes as originally defined). This function works as a suffix link in RevTrie [6] : given a RevTrie node with preorder i representing string ax (for a ∈ Σ, x ∈ Σ * ), the RevTrie node with preorder ϕ(i) represents string x. An important result is that R[i] can be computed by means of function ϕ [6] . We also sample n values of R in such a way that the computation of R[i] (by means of ϕ) takes O(1/ ) time in the worst case.
Function ϕ has the same properties as function Ψ of Compressed Suffix Arrays [28, 63] , thus this can be also compressed to O(n log σ) = o(u log σ) bits of space. The computation of R −1 is supported also in O(1/ ) time, by reverting the process used to compute R. For this, function ϕ is defined as Weiner links [66] in RevTrie. The space requirement is n log n + o(u log σ) bits. Thus we have:
Lemma 3 ([6, 7]). There exists a Lempel-Ziv compressed full-text self-index requiring (1 + )uH k (T ) +
o(u log σ) bits of space, for any k = o(log σ u) and any 0 < < 1, which is able to locate (and count) the occ occurrences of a pattern
Thus the LZ-index can be represented with almost optimal space (under the model of the empirical entropy H k (T )), yet we cannot provide worst-case guarantees at search time within this space.
We can get such worst-case guarantees at search time by adding the Range data structure, the twodimensional range search data structure as defined for the original LZ-index. This requires n log n+o(u log σ) extra bits of space, and thus we get: 
Lemma 4 ([6, 7]). There exists a Lempel-Ziv compressed full-text self-index requiring
Finally, we add the Alphabet-Friendly FM-index [18] of text T to this index, to get:
Lemma 5 ([7]). There exists a Lempel-Ziv compressed full-text self-index requiring (3 + )uH k (T ) +
o(u log σ) bits of space, for any k = o(log σ u) and any 0 < < 1, which is able to: locate the occ 
Space-Efficient Construction of the LZ-index
The LZ-index is a compressed full-text self-index, and as such it allows large texts to be indexed and stored in main memory. However, the construction process requires a large amount of main memory, mainly to support the pointer-based tries used to build the final versions of LZTrie and RevTrie (recall Section 3.3). So our problem is: given a text T [1..u] over an alphabet of size σ, we want to construct the LZ-index for T using as little space as possible and within reasonable time. We aim at an efficient algorithm to build those tries in little memory, by replacing the pointer-based tries with space-efficient data structures that support insertions. These can be seen as hybrids between pointer-based tries and the final succinct representations.
The space-efficient construction algorithm for LZ-index presented in [4] has a construction time of the form O(σu). This makes the construction algorithm impractical for moderately-large alphabets. In the sequel we shall achieve O(u(log σ + log log u)) time by using an improved dynamic representation.
In Sections 4.1 to 4.5 we assume that we have enough main memory to store the final LZ-index. In Section 4.6 we study how to manage the memory dynamically, which is an important aspect fot dynamic data structures, using a standard model [61] of memory allocation. In Section 4.7, we shall adapt our algorithm to the cases in which there is no enough space to store the whole final index in main memory.
We show next how to space-efficiently construct the LZ-index components. From now on we assume σ 2, as otherwise the whole indexing problem is trivial.
Space-Efficient Construction of LZT rie
The space-efficient construction of LZTrie is based on a compact representation supporting a fast incremental construction as we traverse the text. In either the BP and DFUDS representations, the insertion of a new node at any position of the sequence implies to rebuild the sequence from scratch, which is expensive. To avoid this we define a hierarchical representation, such that we rebuild only a small part of the entire original sequence upon the insertion of a new node.
We incrementally cut the trie into disjoint blocks such that every block stores a subset of nodes representing a connected component of the whole trie. We arrange these blocks in a tree by adding some inter-block pointers, and thus the entire trie is represented by a tree of blocks.
If a node x is a leaf of a block p, but is not a leaf of the whole trie, then node x stores an inter-block pointer to the representation of its subtree. Let us say that this pointer is pointing to block q. We say that q is a child block of p. In our representation, node x is also stored in block q, as a fictitious root node. Thus, every block is a tree by itself, which shall simplify the navigation as well as the management of each block.
To summarize, every such node x has two representations: (1) as a leaf in block p; (2) as the root node of block q. Note that the number of extra nodes introduced by duplicating nodes equals the number of blocks in the representation (minus one), and also that we are enforcing that every node is stored in the same block of its children, which also means that sibling nodes are all stored in the same block.
Rather than using a static representation for the trie blocks [4] , which are rebuilt from scratch upon insertions, this time we represent each block by using dynamic data structures, which can be updated in time less than linear in the block size. We adapt the approach used in [3] to represent succinct dynamic σ-ary trees: We first reduce the size of the problem by dividing the trie into small blocks, and then represent every block (i.e., smaller trie) with a dynamic data structure to avoid the total rebuilding of blocks upon updates.
Defining Block Sizes
We divide the LZTrie into blocks of N nodes each, where N m N N M , for minimum block size N m = Θ(log 2 u) nodes and maximum block size N M 2σN m nodes. We also need N M = (σ log u) O(1) , for example N M = Θ(σ log 3 u) (we do not show the roundings, but it should be clear that these must be integers). Hence, notice that we shall have one inter-block pointer out of at least N m nodes. Since each pointer is represented with log u bits, and since we have n nodes in the tree, we have n Nm log u = O(n/ log u) bits overall for inter-block pointers. The definition of N M , on the other hand, is such that it ensures that a block p has room to store at least the potential σ children of the block root (recall that sibling nodes must be stored all in the same block). Also, when a block overflows we should be able to split the block into two blocks, each of size at least N m . By defining N M as we do, in the worst case (i.e., the case where the overflown block has the smallest possible size) the root of the block has some child with at least N m nodes, as N M 1 + σN m . Thus, upon an overflow, we can create a new block of size at least N m from such subtree, requiring little space for inter-block pointers and maintaining the properties of our data structure. The stricter factor 2 shall be useful for our amortized analysis of block partitioning, whereas the polylog upper bound is necessary to ensure short enough pointers within blocks.
Defining the Block Layout Each block p of N nodes consists of:
-The representation T p of the topology of the block, using any suitable tree representation.
an inter-block pointer. We shall represent F p with a data structure for rank and select queries. -log N M bits to count the current number N of nodes stored in the block.
-The sequence ids p [1. .N ] of LZ78 phrase identifiers for the nodes of T p , in preorder. Except for the LZTrie root, every block root is replicated as a leaf in its parent block, as explained. In that case we store the corresponding phrase identifier only in the leaf of the parent block. That is, fictitious roots in each block do not store phrase identifiers. We use log u bits per phrase identifier, instead of using log n bits as in the final representation of ids. This is because before constructing the LZ78 parsing of the text we do not know n, the number of phrase identifiers. -The symbols (letts p ) labeling the edges in the block (the order of the symbols depends on the representation used for T p , recall Section 2.5). Each symbol uses log σ bits of space. -A variable number of inter-block pointers, stored in data structure ptr p . The number of inter-block pointers varies from 0 to N , and it corresponds to the number 1s in F p .
In Fig. 3 (b) we show an example of hierarchical representation of LZTrie for the running example text, assuming that BP is used to represent the trie topology of each block. If the subtree of the j-th node (in preorder) of block p is stored in block q, then q is a child block of p and the j-th flag in p has the value 1. If the number of flags with value 1 before the j-th flag in p is h, then the h-th inter-block pointer of p points to q. Note that h can be computed as rank 1 (F p , j).
Since blocks are tries by themselves, inside a block p we use the traditional trie-like descent process, using operation child p (x, α) on T p . From now on we use the subscript p with the trie operations, to indicate operations which are local to a block p, i.e., disregarding the inter-block structure (e.g., preorder p computes the preorder of a node within block p, and not within the whole trie, and so on). When we reach a block leaf (with preorder j inside the block), we check the j-th flag in p. If F p [j] = 1 holds in that block, then we compute h = rank 1 (F p , j) and follow the h-th inter-block pointer in p to reach the corresponding child block q. Then we follow the descent inside q as before. Otherwise, if F p [j] = 0, then we are in a leaf of the whole trie, and we cannot descend anymore.
We represent the above components for block p in the following way. ( ) ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Representation of the Trie Topology, T p To represent the trie topology of block p we use the data structure for dynamic balanced parentheses of [11] to represent the DFUDS [9] of the block. The main idea of Chan et al. is to divide the original parentheses sequence into segments S i of O(log N ) bits, which in our case also means O(log N ) nodes per segment (by identifying each node with its first parenthesis). Every segment S i is stored in the leaves of a balanced binary tree T p , such that concatenating the leaves from left to right gives us back the original sequence T p . Some information is stored in the internal nodes of T p in order to support the operations on the parentheses sequence, as well as support insertions and deletions of pairs of matching parentheses. All the operations of Section 2.5 are supported in O(log N ) time by navigating T p . In addition, we store in every internal node of T p the number of opening parentheses within the left subtree, as well as the total number of parentheses within the left subtree, such as in [46] , in order to support operations rank ( , rank ) , select ( , and select ) over T p in O(log N ) time.
All these operations on the sequence of parentheses allow us to support the DFUDS operations (recall Section 2.5):
As we shall explain later in this section, the insertion of a new node in DFUDS can be simulated by inserting a new pair of matching parentheses in T p , and thus we can handle it in a straightforward way with the data structure of [11] . Deletions of leaves are handled in a similar way. The space requirement is O(N ) bits per block, which adds up to O(n) = o(u) bits overall 2 .
Representation of the Flags, F p We represent the flags of block p in preorder and using a dynamic data structure for rank and select over a binary sequence [46] . This data structure supports rank, select, and updates on F p in O(log N ) worst-case time, and requires N + o(N ) bits of space. This data structure can be connected with T p via operations preorder p and selectnode p : Given a node x in p, the corresponding flag is
, on the other hand, the corresponding node in T p is selectnode p (j).
When we insert a new node in T p , we insert a new flag (with value 0 because the new node is inserted with no related inter-block pointer) at the corresponding position (given by preorder p ). This data structure adds n + o(n) = o(u) extra bits to our representation. Arroyuelo [3] gives a more involved representation for F p , requiring o(n) bits, yet the one we are using here is simpler yet adequate for our purposes.
Representation of the Symbols, letts p We represent the symbols labeling the edges of the block according to a DFUDS traversal on T p (see Section 2.5), yet this time we store them in differential form, except for the symbol of the first child of every node, which is represented in absolute form. We then represent this sequence of N integers of k = log σ bits each with the dynamic data structure for searchable partial sums of [46] , which supports all the operations (including insertions and deletions) in O(log N ) time, and requiring N k + O(N ) = N log σ + O(N ) bits of space, adding overall n log σ + O(n) = o(u log σ) bits of space.
We can connect letts p with T p by using rank ( over T p . Given a node x in T p , the subsequence letts
stores the symbols labeling the children of x. To support operation child p (x, α), which shall be used to descend in the trie at construction time, we first compute i ← rank ( (T p , x) to obtain the position in letts p for the first child of x. We then compute s ← Sum(letts p , i − 1), which is the sum of the symbols in letts p up to position i − 1 (i.e., the sum before the first child of x). To compute the position of symbol α within the symbols of the children of node x, we perform j ← Search(letts p , s + α). Thus, the node we are looking for is the (j − i + 1)-th child of x, which can be computed by child p (x, j − i + 1), in O(log N ) time overall. To make sure j is a valid answer, we use operation degree p (x) to check whether j − i + 1 is smaller or equal to the degree of x, and then we check whether Sum(letts p , j − i + 1) − s = α actually holds.
Representation of the Phrase Identifiers, ids p To store the phrase identifiers of the trie nodes, we define a linked list L idsp for block p, storing the identifiers in preorder. Given a new inserted node x in T p , we must insert the corresponding phrase identifier at position preorder p (x) within L idsp , so we must support the efficient search of this position. The linked-list functionality is easily achieved by simplifying, for example, a dynamic partial sums data structure [46] , so that only accesses and insertions are permitted. For a list of N elements, this data structure is a balanced tree storing circular arrays of Θ(log N ) list elements at the leaves, and subtree sizes at internal nodes. It carries out all the operations in O(log N ) time and poses an extra space overhead of O(N ) bits.
We need N log u + O(N ) bits of space to maintain the identifiers, which adds up to n log u + O(n) bits overall. This is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space according to Lemma 1. Recall that N = O(N M ) in our case, and therefore the time to manipulate the list is O(log σ + log log u) per operation.
Representation of the Inter-Block Pointers, ptr p For the inter-block pointers, we use also a linked list L ptrp , managed in a similar way as for L idsp . Since blocks have at least N m nodes, we have a pointer out of (at least) Θ(log 2 u) nodes, which adds O(n/ log n) = o(u/ log u) bits overall.
Construction Process
The construction of LZTrie proceeds as explained in Section 3.2, using the symbols in the text to descend in the trie, until we cannot descend anymore. This indicates that we have found the longest prefix of the rest of the text that equals a phrase B already in the LZ78 dictionary. Thus, we form a new phrase B t = B · c, where c is the next symbol in the text, and then insert a new leaf representing this phrase. However, this time the nodes are inserted in our hierarchical LZTrie, instead of a pointer-based trie. The insertion of a new node for the LZ78 phrase B t in the trie implies to update only the block p in which the insertion is carried out. Assume that the new leaf must become the j-th node (in preorder) within the block p, and that the new leaf is a new child of node x in block p (i.e., node x represents phrase B ). We explain next how to carry out the insertion of the new leaf within the DFUDS of T p .
We must insert a new '(' within the representation of x (which simulates the increase of the degree of node x, because of the insertion of the new child), and inserting also a new ')' to represent the new leaf we are inserting. Assume that the new leaf will become the new i-th child of node x. Therefore the new '(' must be inserted to the right of the opening parenthesis already at position i = x + degree(x) − i (recall from Section 2.5 how operation child(x, i) uses the opening parentheses defining node x to descend to the i-th child). Then, the new ')' must be inserted at position i = f indclose(T p , i + 1), shifting to the right the last ')' in the subtree of the (i − 1)-th child of x, which now becomes the new leaf. As a result, the two inserted parentheses form a matching pair, which can be handled in a straightforward way with the data structure of [11] . See Fig. 4 for an illustration.
Then, we add a new flag 0 at position j in F p . Also, c is inserted at the corresponding position within letts p , and t is inserted at position j within the identifiers of block p (since these are stored in preorder). All this takes O(log N M ) = O(log σ + log log u) time. Managing Block Overflows A block overflow occurs when, at construction time, the insertion of a new node must be carried out within a block p of N M nodes. In such a case, we need to make room in p for the new node by selecting a subset of nodes to be copied to a new child block (of p) and then will be deleted from p. We explain this procedure in detail.
First we select a node z in p whose local subtree (along with z itself) will be copied to a new child block. In this way we ensure that a node and its children (and therefore all sibling nodes) are always stored in the same block (recall that a copy of z, as a leaf, will be kept in p).
Suppose that we have selected in this way the subtree of the j-th node (in preorder) in the block. Both the selected node z and its subtree are copied to a new block p , via insertions in T p . We must also copy to p the flags F p [preorder p (z) + 1..preorder p (z) + subtreesize p (z) − 1] (via insertions in F p ) as well as the corresponding inter-block pointers within the subtree of the selected node z, which are stored in array ptr p from position rank 1 (F p , preorder p (z)) + 1 up to rank 1 (F p , preorder p (z) + subtreesize p (z) − 1).
Next we add in p a pointer to p . The new pointer belongs to z, the j-th opening parenthesis in p (because we selected its subtree). We compute the position for the new pointer as rank 1 (F p , j), adding the pointer at this position in L ptrp , and then we set to 1 the j-th flag in F p , updating accordingly the rank/select data structure for F p (the portion copied to F p must be deleted from F p ). Finally, we delete in p the subtree of z (via deletions in T p ), leaving z as a leaf in p.
Thus, the reinsertion process can be performed in time proportional to the size of the reinserted subtree (times O(log N M )), by using the insert and delete operations on the corresponding dynamic data structures that conform a block. However, we must be careful with the selection of node z, which can be performed in two different ways: upon a block overflow, we traverse block p to select node z, which takes O(N M ) time in the worst case, or looking for z in advance to overflows, as we perform the insertion of new nodes (using the insertion path to look for possible candidates). We choose the latter option, since in this way we can obtain a good amortized cost for updates, as we will see later in our analysis.
To quickly select node z, we maintain in each block p a candidate list C p [3] , storing the local preorders of the nodes that can be copied to a new child block p upon block overflow. With selectnode we can obtain the candidate node corresponding to such a preorder. A subtree must have size at least N m to be considered a candidate. Thus, after a number of insertions we will find that a node (within the insertion path) becomes a candidate. Let us think for a moment that we only maintain a candidate per block, and not a list of them. It can be the case that a few children of the block root have received (almost) all the insertions, so we have a few large subtrees within the block. When block p overflows, we reinsert the only candidate to a new child block, so we have no candidate anymore for p. We have to use the next insertions in order to find a new one. However, it can be also the case that different children of the root of p receive the new insertions, and hence block p could overflow again within a few insertions, without finding a new subtree large enough so as to be considered a candidate (recall that we just use the insertion path to look for candidates). Thus, by maintaining a list of candidates in each block, instead of a unique candidate per block, we can keep track of all the nodes in p whose subtree is large enough, avoiding this problem.
Since the preorder of a node within a block p can change after the insertion of a new node in p, we must update C p in order to reflect these changes. In particular, we must update the preorders stored in C p for all candidate nodes whose preorder is greater than that of the new inserted node. To perform these updates efficiently, we represent C p using a searchable partial sum data structure [46] . Thus, the original preorder C p [i] is obtained by performing Sum(C p , i) in O(log N ) time. Let x be the new inserted node. Then, with j = Search(C p , preorder p (x)) we find the first candidate (in preorder) whose preorder must be updated, and we perform operation U pdate(C p , j, 1). In this way, we are increasing C p [j] by 1, automatically updating all the preorders in C p that have changed after the insertion of x, in O(log N ) time overall.
If we keep track of every candidate of size at least N m , then every time p overflows there will be already candidate blocks. The reason is, again, that N M 1 + σN m , and thus that at least one of the children of the root must have size at least N m . Since we use the descent process to look for candidates, we will find them as soon as their subtrees become large enough. In other words, the subtree of a node becomes larger as we descend through the node many times to insert new nodes, until eventually finding a candidate.
We must also ensure that C p requires little space (so we cannot have too many candidates). The size of the local subtree (i.e., only considering the descendant nodes stored in block p) of every candidate must be at least N m . Also, we enforce that no candidate node descends from another candidate, in order to bound the number of candidates. To maintain C p , every time we descend in the trie to insert a new LZ78 phrase, we maintain the last node z in the path such that subtreesize p (z) N m . When we find the insertion point of the new node x, say at block p, before adding z to C p we first perform p 1 = Search(C p , preorder p (z)), and then p 2 = Search(C p , preorder p (z) + subtreesize p (z)). Then, z is added to C p whenever: (1) z is not the root of block p, and (2) there is no other candidate in the subtree of z (that is, p 1 = p 2 holds).
If we find a candidate node z which is an ancestor of the prospective candidate z, then after inserting z to C p we delete z from C p . Thus, we keep the lowest possible candidates, avoiding that the subtree of a candidate becomes too large after inserting it in C p , which would not guarantee a fair partition into two blocks of size between N m and N M . Because of Condition (2) above, there are one candidate out of (at least) N m nodes; thus, the total space for C p is n Nm log N M + O(n) bits, which is o(n/ log u). The reinsertion cost is in this way proportional to the size of p , since finding node z now takes O(log N M ) time (because of the partial-sum data structure used to represent C p ). Notice that the first time a node is reinserted, the reinsertion cost amortizes with the cost of the original insertion. Unfortunately, there are no bounds on the number of reinsertions for a given node. However, we shall show that multiple reinsertions of a node over time amortize with the insertion of other nodes. We use the following accounting argument [14] to prove the amortized cost of insertions. Letĉ = 2 be the amortized cost of normal insertions (without overflows), being c = 1 the actual cost of an insertion Therefore, every insertion spends one unit for the insertion itself, and reserves the remaining unit for future (more costly) operations. Let us think that we have separate reserves, one per block of the data structure. We shall prove that every time a block overflows, it has enough reserves so as to pay for the costly operation of reinserting a set of nodes.
In particular, every time a block overflows, its reserve is N M − I, where I was the initial number of nodes for the block (I = 0 holds only for the root block). Let I be the number of nodes of the new block p . Then we must prove that N M − I I always holds, that is, N M I + I . We need to prove: Lemma 6. For every candidate node x in block p, it holds that subtreesize p (x) < σN m .
Proof. By maintaining the lowest possible candidates, we find the smallest possible ones. If a node cannot be chosen as a candidate, this means that its subtree size is smaller than N m nodes (another possibility is that there is another candidate within the subtree, yet this case is not interesting here). Therefore, the smallest subtree that can be chosen as a candidate may have up to N m − 1 nodes in each children, and hence its total size is at most 1 + σ(N m − 1) < σN m .
Because of this, blocks are created with I , I < σN m nodes. As we have chosen N M 2σN m , it follows that N M I + I . This means that every reinsertion of a node has been already paid by some node at insertion time. 3 Thus, the insertion cost is O(log N M ) amortized. After n insertions, the overall cost amortizes to O(n log N M ) = O(n(log σ + log log u)).
Once we solved the overflow, the insertion of the new node is carried out either in p or in p, depending whether the insertion point lies within the moved subtree or not, respectively. Notice that there is room for the new node in either block.
Hierarchical LZTrie Construction Analysis As the trie has n nodes, we need O(n) + (n + o(n)) + (n log σ +O(n))+(n log u+O(n))+o(n/ log n)+o(n/ log n) bits of storage to represent the trie topology, flags, symbols, identifiers, inter-block pointers, and candidate lists, respectively. Because of Lemma 1, the space requirement is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, for any k = o(log σ u).
When constructing LZTrie, the navigational cost per symbol of the text is O(log N M ) = O(log σ + log log u), for a total worst-case time O(u(log σ + log log u)). On the other hand, the cost of rebuilding blocks after an insertion is O(log N M ) amortized, and therefore the total cost amortizes to O(n(log σ + log log u)) = o(u(log σ + log log u)). Therefore, the total construction time is O(u(log σ + log log u)).
Representing the Final LZTrie Once we construct the same hierarchical representation for LZTrie, we delete the text since this is not anymore necessary, and then use the hierarchical LZTrie to build the final version of LZTrie in O(n(log σ + log log u)) time. We perform a preorder traversal on the hierarchical tree, transcribing the nodes to a linear representation. Every time we copy a node, we check the corresponding flag, and then decide whether to descend to the corresponding child block or not. We also allocate n log σ = o(u log σ) bits of space for the final array letts, and n log n bits for array ids.
Thus, the maximum amount of space used is 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ), since at some point we store both the hierarchical and final versions of LZTrie. We then free the hierarchical LZTrie, thus we end up with a representation requiring uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. Thus, we have proved:
Lemma 7.
There exists an algorithm to construct the LZTrie for a text T [1..u] over an alphabet of size σ and with k-th order empirical entropy H k (T ), in O(u(log σ + log log u)) time and using 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, for any k = o(log σ u).
Space-Efficient Construction of RevT rie
For the space-efficient construction of RevTrie, we use the technique of Section 4.1, to represent not the original reverse trie but its Patricia tree [50] , which compresses empty unary paths, yielding an important saving of space. As we still maintain empty non-unary nodes, the number of nodes in RevTrie is n 2n. Throughout the construction process we store in the nodes of the reverse trie pointers to LZTrie nodes, instead of the corresponding block identifiers rids stored by the final RevTrie. Each pointer uses log 2n bits, since the LZTrie parentheses representation has 2n positions (either in BP or DFUDS representations, recall that LZTrie is already in final static form). We store these pointers to LZTrie in the same way as for array ids p in Section 4.1, in preorder according to RevTrie and spending O(1) extra bits per element for the linked list functionality. The aim is to obtain the text of the phrase represented by a RevTrie node, since we are compressing empty-unary paths and the string represented by a node is not available otherwise (unlike what happens with the traditional Patricia trees). This connection is given by Node in the final LZ-index. However, at construction time we avoid accessing Node when building the reverse trie, so we can build Node after both tries have been built, thus reducing the maximum indexing space.
Empty non-unary nodes are marked by storing in each block p a bit vector B p (represented in the same way as F p , with a data dynamic structure supporting rank and select queries). We store pointers to LZTrie nodes only for non-empty RevTrie nodes, so we store n of them. This shall reduce the indexing space of the preliminary definition of the algorithm [4] , which shall be useful later when constructing reduced versions of LZ-index, yet introducing some additional problems in our representation, as we shall see below.
As we compress empty-unary paths, the trie edges are labeled with strings instead of single symbols. The Patricia tree stores only the first symbol of the edge labels, using the same partial sum approach as for LZTrie. We store the Patricia-tree skips of every trie node in a linked list skips p , in preorder and using a linked list as for ids p in LZTrie, using log log u bits per node. To enforce this limit, we insert empty unary nodes when the skip exceeds log u. Hence, one out of log u empty unary nodes could be explicitly represented. In the worst case there are O(u) empty unary nodes, of which O( u log u ) can be explicitly represented. This means O( u log u (O(1) + log log u + log σ)) = o(u log σ) extra bits overall in the hierarchical representation (this is for the space of T p , F p , B p , skips p , and rletts p , plus their overheads). Since we use a linked list for skips p , it takes O(log N M ) time to find the skip corresponding to a given node.
Construction Process
To construct the reverse trie we traverse the final LZTrie in depth-first order, generating each LZ78 phrase B i stored in LZTrie, and then inserting its reverse B r i into the reverse trie. When searching for a given string s in RevTrie, we descend in the trie checking only the first symbols stored in the trie edges, using the skips to know which symbol of s to use at each node. When the longest possible prefix of string s is thus consumed, say upon arriving at node v r of RevTrie, we must compare the string represented by v r against s, in order to determine whether the prefix is actually present in RevTrie or not. To compute the string corresponding to node v r we use the connection with the LZTrie: we follow the pointer to the corresponding LZTrie node, and follow the upward path in LZTrie to extract the symbols. However, we are storing some empty nodes in RevTrie, for which we do not store pointers to LZTrie.
Assume that node v r in block p is empty, and represents string s . Since every descendant of v r has s as a suffix, if we map to LZTrie from any of these descendants we would find string s also by reading the upward path in LZTrie (we know the length of the string we are looking for, so we know when to stop going up in LZTrie). Notice that there exists at least one non-empty descendant v r of v r since RevTrie leaves cannot be empty (because they always correspond to an LZ78 phrase). So we can use the LZTrie pointer of v r to find s . Since we only store pointers for non-empty nodes, the pointer of v r can be found at position rank 1 (B p , preorder p (v r )) + 1 within the pointer array.
However, there exists an additional problem: the local subtree of node v r can be exclusively formed by empty nodes, in which case finding the non-empty node v r is not as straightforward as explained, since v r is stored in a descendant block. This problem comes from the fact that, upon a block overflow in the past, we might have chosen empty nodes z descending from v r , whose subtrees were reinserted into new blocks.
To solve this problem, we store in every block p a pointer to LZTrie, which is representative for the nodes stored in the block p. If a block is created from a non-empty node, then we can store the pointer of that node. In case of creating a new block p from an empty node, if the new block p is going to be a leaf in the tree of blocks, then it will contain at least a non-empty node. Thus, we associate with p the pointer to LZTrie of this non-empty node. If, otherwise, p is created as an internal node in the tree of blocks, then it can be the case that all of the nodes in p are empty. In this case, we choose any of the descendants blocks of p and copy its pointer to p . This pointer has been "inherited" (in one or several steps) from a leaf block, thus this corresponds to a non-empty RevTrie node. Thus, in case that the local subtree of v r is formed only by empty nodes, we take one of the blocks descending from v r (say the first in preorder) and use the LZTrie pointer associated to that block, in order to compute string s .
An important difference with the LZTrie construction is that in RevTrie we do not necessarily insert new leaves: there are cases where we insert a new non-empty unary internal node (corresponding to the phrase we are inserting in RevTrie). A unary node is represented as '()' in DFUDS, which is a matching pair and hence the insertion can be handled by the data structure of [11] . If we insert the new node as the parent of an existing node x, then the insertion point is just before the representation of x in the DFUDS sequence.
Hierarchical RevTrie Construction Analysis The hierarchical representation of the reverse trie requires O(n ) + (n + o(n )) + (n + o(n )) + (n log 2n + O(n)) + (n log σ + O(n )) + (n log log u + O(n )) + o(n / log n ) + o(n / log n ) bits of storage to represent the trie topology, flags, bit vector of empty nodes, pointers to LZTrie stored in the nodes, symbols, skips, pointers (both inter-block and extra LZTrie pointers associated to each block), and candidates, respectively. As we compress empty unary paths, n n 2n holds, and thus, the space is upper bounded by n log n + o(u log σ), which according to Lemma 1 is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, for any k = o(log σ u).
For each reverse phrase B r i to be inserted in the reverse trie, 1 i n, the navigational cost is O(|B r i | log N M ) (this subsumes the O(|B r i |) time needed to extract the string from LZTrie, in order to do the final check in the Patricia tree). Since n i=1 |B r i | = u, the total navigational cost to construct the hierarchical RevTrie is O(u log N M ). Since the number of node insertions is n = O(n), the total cost is O(u(log σ + log log u)), just as for LZTrie.
Constructing the Final RevTrie After we construct the hierarchical reverse trie, we construct RevTrie directly from it in O(n log N M ) = o(u log σ) time, replacing the pointers to LZTrie by the corresponding phrase identifiers (rids). This raises the space to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We then free the hierarchical trie, dropping the space to 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. Thus, we have proved:
Lemma 8. Given the LZTrie for a text T [1..u] over an alphabet of size σ and with k-th order empirical entropy H k (T ), there exists an algorithm to construct the corresponding RevTrie in O(u(log σ + log log u))
worst-case time and using a total space of 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space on top of the space required by the final LZTrie, for any k = o(log σ u).
Space-Efficient Construction of Range
To construct the Range data structure, recall that for every LZ78 phrase B t of T we must store the point (preorder r (v r ), preorder lz (v lz )), where v r is the RevTrie node corresponding to B r t , and v lz is the LZTrie node corresponding to phrase B t+1 . We allocate memory space for a temporary array RQ[1..n] of n log n bits, storing the points to be represented by Range. Array RQ is initially sorted by the first coordinates of the points. Notice that since there is a point for every first coordinate 1 i n, the first coordinate of every point is represented simply by the index of array RQ, thus saving space. In other words, RQ[i] = j represents the point (i, j). Notice also that RQ is a permutation of {0, . . . , n}.
To generate the points, we first notice that for a RevTrie preorder i = 0, . . . , n (corresponding only to non-empty nodes) representing the reverse phrase B r t , we can obtain the corresponding phrase identifier t = rids[i], and then with the inverse permutation ids −1 [t + 1] we obtain the LZTrie preorder for the node corresponding to phrase B t+1 . Thus, we define
Therefore, we start by computing ids −1 on the same space of ids, using the algorithm of Lemma 2, requiring O(n) time and n extra bits of space. Then, we allocate n log n bits for array RQ, and traverse RevTrie in preorder. For every non-empty node with preorder i we set RQ as defined above. The total space is thus raised to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. Next, we recover ids from ids −1 , using again Lemma 2.
After building RQ, to construct Range we must sort the points in RQ by the second coordinate (recall Section 3.2), which in our space-efficient representation of the points means using the second coordinates as array indexes, and storing the first coordinates as array values 4 . This means sorting the current values stored in array RQ. However, since these values along with the corresponding array indexes represent points, after sorting the points we must recall the original array index for every value, so as to store that value in the array. This is straightforward if we store both coordinates of the points, requiring 2n log n bits of space. However, we are trying to reduce the indexing space, and therefore use an alternative approach.
Notice that since RQ[i] = j represents the point (i, j), RQ −1 [j] = i shall also represent the point (i, j), yet the points in the inverse permutation RQ −1 are sorted by their second coordinate (i.e., in RQ −1 the second coordinates are used as array indexes). Thus, we use the algorithm of Lemma 2 to construct RQ −1 on top of the space for RQ, in O(n) time and requiring n extra bits of space. Now, we can finally build Range from RQ −1 . We allocate space for log n bit vectors of n bits each, requiring n log n extra bits, thus raising the space usage to 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. Then, we construct Range just as explained in Section 3.2 and using the points represented by RQ −1 . This takes O(n log n) time, which in the worst case is O( u log u log σ u ) = O(u log σ). We then free RQ −1 , dropping the space to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. 
Construction of the Node Mapping and Remaining Data Structures
After building RevTrie, we proceed to construct the Node mapping as follows: we traverse LZTrie in preorder, and for every node x with LZ78 identifier i, we store in Node[i] the node position within the corresponding parentheses sequence. This increases the total space requirement to 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, which is the final space required by the LZ-index. The process can be carried out in O(n) time.
As we said in Section 3.2, in a practical implementation the Range data structure is replaced by the RNode mapping [56] . This is built from rids in the same way as Node is built from ids. The process explained in Section 4.3 is not carried out in such a case.
The original LZ-index is able to report the pattern occurrences in the format t, off set , where t is the phrase number where the occurrence starts, and off set is the distance between the beginning of the occurrence and the end of the phrase. To map these occurrences into text positions, Arroyuelo et al. [6] add a bit vector TPos marking the phrase beginnings, which is then represented with a data structure for rank and select and requiring o(u log σ) bits of space [60] , see [7] for details. A more practical approach [5] consists in sampling the starting positions of some phrases, and then representing the starting position of every other phrase as an offset from the previous sampled phrase (thus saving space). With high probability, the space requirement of this alternative approach is n + O(n log log u) = o(u log σ) bits of space by properly choosing the sample rates. See [5] for details. Both data structures can be constructed without requiring any extra space, and thus to simplify we omit them in this paper.
The Whole Compressed Indexing Process
The whole compressed construction of LZ-index is summarized in the following steps:
1. We build the hierarchical LZT rie from the text. We can then erase the text. 2. We build LZT rie from its hierarchical representation. We then free the hierarchical LZT rie. 3. We build the hierarchical representation of the reverse trie from LZT rie. 4. We build RevT rie from its hierarchical representation, and then free the hierarchical RevT rie. 5. We build Range. 6. We build Node from ids.
In Table 2 we show the total space and time requeriment at each step. The meaning of the third column in the table shall be made clear later in Section 4.7. Table 2 . Space and time requirements of each step in the whole compressed indexing process. We assume k = o(log σ u), and that the tree topology of blocks is represented with DFUDS.
Indexing step Maximum total space
Maximum main-memory space Indexing time
Managing Dynamic Memory
The model of memory allocation is a fundamental issue of succinct dynamic data structures, since we must be able to manage the dynamic memory fast and without requiring much extra memory space due to memory fragmentation [61] . We assume a standard model where the memory is regarded as an array, with words numbered 0 up to 2 w − 1. The space usage of an algorithm at a given time is the highest memory word currently in use by the algorithm. This corresponds to the so-called M B memory model [61] , which is the most restrictive one. Note w = log n + o(log n), as we need Θ(n log n) bits of space to build our index 5 .
We manage the memory of every trie block separately, each in a "contiguous" memory space. However, trie blocks are dynamic as we insert of new nodes, hence the memory space for trie blocks must grow accordingly. If we use an Extendible Array (EA) [10] to manage the memory of a given block, we end up with a collection of at most O(n/N m ) = O(n/ log 2 u) EAs, which must be maintained under the operations: create, which creates a new empty EA in the collection; destroy, which destroys an EA from the collection; grow(A), which increases the size of array A by one; shrink(A), which shrinks the size of array A by one; and access(A, i), which access the i-th item in array A.
Raman and Rao [61] show how operation access can be supported in O(1) worst-case time, create, grow and shrink in O(1) amortized time, and destroy in O(s /w) time, where s is the nominal size (in bits) of array A to be destroyed. The whole space requirement is s + O(a * w + √ sa * w) bits, where a * is the maximum number of EAs that ever existed simultaneously, and s is the nominal size of the collection.
To simplify the analysis we store every component of a block in different EA collections (i.e., we have a collection for T p s, a collection for letts p s, and so on). The memory for letts p , F p , C p , T p , L idsp , etc. inside the corresponding EAs is managed as in the original work [46] .
Thus, we use operation grow on the corresponding EA every time we insert a node in the tree, and operation create to create a new block upon block overflows, both in O(1) amortized time. Operation shrink, on the other hand, is used by our representation after we reinsert the subtree upon block overflow, in O(1) amortized time. Finally, operation destroy over the blocks is used when destroying the whole hierarchical trie. As the cost to build the trie is O(log N M ) per element inserted, which adds Θ(log u) bits to the data structure, the cost per bit inserted is O( Let us analyze the space overhead due to EAs for the case of T p . Since we only insert nodes into our tries, we have that the maximum number of blocks that we ever have is a * = O(n/N m ). As the nominal size of the EA collection for T p is O(n) bits, the EA requires O(n) + O( nw Nm + n w Nm ) = O(n) bits of space [61] . A similar analysis can done for the collections supporting F p and C p . The nominal size of the collection for letts p is n log σ + O(n), and thus we have n log σ + O(n) + O( nw Nm + n w log σ Nm ) = n log σ + O(n) bits overall. For the collection supporting ids p we obtain n log u+O(n)+O( nw Nm +n w log u Nm ) = n log n+O(n) bits of space. In general, the whole space overhead due to memory management is O(n) bits.
To complete the definition of our memory allocation model, it remains to say that we can store the EAs representing the block components within a unique EA. In this case, the number of EAs in the collection is a * = O(1), since we have a constant number of block components. The nominal size of the whole collection is s = n log u + n log σ + O(n) bits (where the O(n) term includes the space for the collections of T p , F p , etc., as well as the space overhead due to the EA memory management of these collections). Hence, the total space overhead is O(w + √ wn log u) bits, which is O( √ n log u) = O( √ n log n) = o(n) bits.
Now that we have defined our memory allocation model, we can conclude: 5 Note this is consistent with our earlier w = Θ(log u) assumption for the RAM model, as log u = Θ(log n). 
Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm to construct the LZ-index for a text
Constructing the LZ-index in Reduced-Memory Scenarios
We assume next a model where we have restrictions in the amount of main memory available, such that we cannot maintain the whole index in main memory. So, we aim at reducing as much as possible the main memory usage of our algorithms. We shall prove that the LZ-index can be constructed as long as the available memory is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits (i.e., the compressed text can be stored in main memory). This has applications, for instance, in text search engines, where we can use a less powerful computer to carry out the indexing process, devoting a more powerful one to answer user queries.
Since we have assumed that we have enough secondary storage space so as to store the final index (see Section 2.1), we will use that space to temporarily store on disk certain LZ-index components which will not be needed in the next indexing step, and then possibly loading them back to main memory when needed. This does not mean that the index is built on secondary storage, but that in certain cases we use the available secondary memory to store an index component which is not currently needed, thus reducing the peak of main memory usage. However, and as we have seen before throughout Section 4, our indexing algorithm is independent of this fact, and we can choose not to use the disk at all when enough main memory is available.
In the following, we show how to adapt our original algorithm to this scenario. At every step we will show the space requirement in two ways: the maximum amount of main memory used at that step and the total amount of memory used at that step (main-memory plus secondary-memory space). The latter corresponds to the amount of main memory used at every step if we do not use the disk along the construction process.
Step (1) We build the hierarchical LZT rie from the text. We can then erase the text. The total and mainmemory space is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits.
Step (2) We build LZT rie from its hierarchical representation. To construct the final ids array while trying to reduce the maximum main-memory space, we do not allocate space for it at once. Since this array is indexed by preorder, and since we perform a preorder traversal on the trie, the values in array ids are produced by a linear scan. Thus, we only allocate main-memory space for a constant number of components of the array (e.g., a constant number of disk pages), which are stored on disk upon filling them. This process performs (n log n)/B (sequential) disk accesses. The symbols (letts) and the trie topology are maintained in main memory for the next step, requiring 2n + n log σ + o(n log σ) = o(u log σ) bits of space.
Thus, the maximum main-memory space is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, while the maximum total amount of space is 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, since we store the hierarchical LZTrie in main memory and array ids on disk. We then free the hierarchical LZT rie, ending up with a representation requiring o(u log σ) bits of main-memory space, and a total of uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits.
Step (3) We build the hierarchical representation of the reverse trie from LZT rie. Recall that every nonempty RevTrie node stores a pointer to the corresponding LZTrie node. This raises the total space requirement to 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space. The maximum main-memory usage is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space (recall that array ids is on disk).
Step (4) We build RevT rie from its hierarchical representation as follows. We store the pointers to LZTrie associated with RevTrie nodes in a linear array, in the same way as done in Step (2) for array ids in LZTrie. In this way we do not need extra main-memory space on top of the hierarchical RevTrie. After storing the pointers on disk and representing the remaining components of RevTrie, the total space is raised to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, since we have at the same time the final LZTrie (array ids is on disk), the hierarchical RevTrie (in main memory), and the final RevTrie (pointers to LZTrie are on disk). Then, we free the hierarchical RevTrie, thus reducing the total and main-memory space.
Then, we proceed to replace the pointers by the corresponding phrase identifiers. We first load array ids to main memory (leaving a copy of it on disk, for further use). Then, we perform a sequential scan on the array of pointers, bringing to main memory just a constant number of disk pages, then following these pointers to LZTrie to get the phrase identifier stored in ids (note this means that the accesses to ids are at random, hence we need ids in main memory) and storing these identifiers in the same space of the pointers, writing them to disk and loading the next portion of the pointer array. Finally, we leave a copy of array ids in main memory (this shall be useful for the next step).
The maximum main-memory space needed along this step is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, which corresponds to the space of the hierarchical RevTrie, and we end up with a representation requiring uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of main memory, and 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits overall. The number of disk accesses performed is (4n log n)/B.
Step (5) We build Range, basically using the procedure of Section 4.3, yet with some changes in the memory management in order to reduce the peak of memory usage. Therefore, we compute ids −1 on the same space required by ids, using the algorithm of Lemma 2, requiring O(n) time and n extra bits of space. Then, we traverse rids in preorder and for every non-empty node with preorder i we set
Notice that both arrays rids and RQ are accessed sequentially, which means that we can maintain just a constant number of components of these arrays in main memory. Array ids −1 , on the other hand, is accessed randomly, so we maintain it in main memory. In this way, the maximum main-memory space needed along this process is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits.
When this process finishes, the total space is raised to 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, and then we free array ids −1 (recall that we have a copy of the original array ids still on disk), dropping the space to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, and the main-memory space to o(u log σ) bits, since we maintain just the trie topology and symbols of both LZTrie and RevTrie. This process takes O(n) time overall.
After building RQ, to construct Range we must sort the points in RQ by the second coordinate, by means of constructing RQ −1 . Thus, we bring RQ to main memory (and delete it on disk), and use the algorithm of Lemma 2 to construct RQ −1 on top of the space for RQ, in O(n) time and requiring n extra bits of space on top of RQ −1 . To build Range from RQ −1 , instead of allocating memory for the log n bit vectors of n bits each, which would require n log n extra bits of space on top of RQ −1 , we just allocate memory level per level (i.e., we allocate just n bits per level), construct that level from RQ −1 , just as explained in Section 3.2, and then we save that level to disk. Thus, the maximum main-memory space requirement to construct Range is n log n + o(u log σ) = uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space. The maximum total space is 2n log n + o(u log σ) = 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) extra bits on top of the space for LZT rie and RevTrie, which means a total space of 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. The construction process takes O(n log n) time, which in the worst case is O( u log u log σ u ) = O(u log σ). After getting Range, we free array RQ −1 and we are done in this step with a partial representation of LZ-index requiring 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. The number of disk accesses is (4n log n)/B.
Step (6) We build Node from ids, by traversing LZTrie in preorder. In this way, array ids is sequentially traversed, while Node is randomly accessed. Thus, we allocate n log 2n bits of space for Node, and maintain it in main memory. Array ids, on the other hand, is brought by parts to main memory, according to a sequential scan. Finally, we save Node to disk. The number of disk accesses is (2n log n)/B.
Thus, we need only uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of main-memory space to construct Node, and this increases the total space requirement to 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, which is the final space required by the LZ-index. The process can be carried out in O(n) time. We use the same procedure in case of using the RNode data structure instead of Range.
In the third column of Table 2 we show the maximum main-memory space requirement at each step. The overall number of disk accesses is (11n log n)/B = (11uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B. Thus, we have proved: 
Space-Efficient Construction of Reduced LZ-indexes
There exist new reduced versions of LZ-index, some of which are able to replace the original LZ-index in many practical scenarios [6, 5] . Henceforth, in this section we show how to adapt our space-efficient algorithm to build these new indexes.
Throughout this section we assume that the final tries are represented with DFUDS, just as in [6, 7] . We also assume the reduced-memory scenario as in Section 4.7. Recall that we present the space usage of our algorithms in two ways: the total maximum main-memory space and the maximum total space (mainmemory plus secondary-memory space) at every step.
Space-Efficient Construction of Scheme 2
We perform the following steps to build Scheme 2 of LZ-index (recall its definition in Section 3.4).
space is 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, while the maximum main-memory space is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We end up using o(u log σ) bits of main-memory space. 5. To space-efficiently construct array rids −1 , we first construct rids in the following way: we start by loading array ids to main memory and erasing it from disk. Then, for every non-empty RevTrie node with preorder j we store
. In this way, arrays rids and R are traversed sequentially, for increasing values of j. Then, we can store/load them to/from disk by parts (respectively), without requiring extra main-memory space. After we build rids, the total space has raised to 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We then store array ids to disk, and free its main-memory space (hence dropping the total space). Finally, we load rids to main memory, and use the procedure of Lemma 2 to construct rids −1 on top of rids, to finally store rids −1 on disk. The overall time is O(n). The maximum total space is 3uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, while the maximum main-memory space is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. The total number of disk accesses performed by this process is (6uH
This is a practical version of the LZ-index, and thus we do not store Range. Thus, we conclude: 
Space-Efficient Construction of Scheme 3
To build Scheme 3 of LZ-index, we first build the LZTrie in O(u(log σ + log log u)) time, storing par, letts, and ids. This requires a maximum of 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, and ends up with a representation requiring uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. The maximum main-memory space is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, using the same procedure as in Section 4.7, Step (2). This requires (uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B disk accesses. We then construct the hierarchical RevTrie, storing pointers to LZTrie nodes for connectivity among tries. Thus, the space requirement raises to 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We build the final RevTrie storing just rpar, skips, and rletts, and discard the pointers to LZTrie, temporarily losing the connectivity between tries. We then free the hierarchical RevTrie, which drops the space used to uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits.
Next we allocate memory space for array rids[1.
.n], requiring n log n extra bits. We traverse the LZTrie in preorder, and generate every phrase B t stored in it (assuming that i is the preorder of the corresponding LZTrie node). We then look for B r t in the RevTrie. Recall that at this point we do not have the connectivity between tries, which is generally used to search in the RevTrie. However, since this string exists for sure in RevTrie (because it exists as an LZ78 phrase in LZTrie), we only need to descend in the RevTrie using the skips, up to consuming B r t . At this point we have arrived at the node for B r t , which has preorder j in RevTrie, without the need of accessing the LZTrie to extract the string. Then we set rids[j] ← ids[i] (notice the sequential scan on ids, which is brought to main memory by parts). Then, we store array rids on disk, and free its main memory space. This requires (2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B extra disk accesses. Now, we go on to compute the inverse permutations for ids and rids arrays. We first load ids from disk, performing (uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B extra disk acceses, and construct on it the data structure of [52] , in order to support the computation of ids −1 . This requires n log n + O(n) extra space, for 0 < < 1, and takes O(n) time if we use the following procedure.
Let A ids [1.
.n] be an auxiliary bit vector, and let B ids [1. .n] be a bit vector marking which elements of ids have an associated backward pointer. Both bit vectors are initialized to all zeros.
We start from the first position of ids, and follow the cycles of the permutation. We mark every visited position i of the permutation as A ids [i] ← 1. We also mark one out of 1/ elements when following the cycles, by setting to 1 the appropriate position in B ids . We stop following the current cycle upon arriving to a position j such that A ids [j] = 1; then, we move sequentially from position j to the next position j such that A ids [j ] = 0, and repeat the previous process.
Each element in ids is visited twice in this process (this is similar to the process done in the proof of Lemma 2), thus this first scan takes O(n) time.
Then, we go on a second scan on the cycles of ids. We set A ids to all zeros again, and allocate array Bwd of n log n bits of space, which shall store the backward pointers of the permutation. We preprocess array B ids with data structures to support operation rank [51] . We start from the first element and follow the cycles once again. Visited elements are marked in A ids , as before. Every time we reach a position i in the permutation such that B ids [i] = 1, we store a backward pointer to the previously visited position j in the cycle, such that B ids [j] = 1 (this means that there are 1/ elements between these two positions within the cycle). In other words, we set Bwd[rank 1 (B ids , i)] ← j.
This second scan takes also O(n) time, thus the overall process takes O(n) time. We finally free the space of A ids and maintain bit vector B ids as a marker of the positions storing the backward pointers.
Then, we store ids and the data structure for ids −1 on disk, and free its main-memory space. This yields ((1 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B disk accesses. Finally, we build on rids the data structure of [52] , to support the efficient computation of rids −1 , with ((2 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B extra disk accesses. Thus, we conclude: 
Space-Efficient Construction of Index of Lemma 3 and Relatives
To construct the LZ-index of Lemma 3 without (asymptotically) requiring extra space, we will need two passes over the text, and several traversals over the LZTrie and RevTrie (yet the number of traversals is a constant). This is because we must be careful not to surpass the reduced space requirement of this index, (1 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We carry out the following steps in order:
LZTrie nodes are not stored, but these were used just to provide the connectivity between tries while constructing RevTrie. We then free the hierarchical RevTrie. This takes O(u(log σ + log log u)) time.
The maximum space requirement is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits (before freeing the hierarchical RevTrie), and we end up with a representation using just o(u log σ) bits. 5. We allocate memory for array R[1.
.n], of n log n bits of space, which is constructed as follows. We traverse the LZTrie in preorder, and for every phrase B i , we look for B r i in RevTrie, which exists for sure and therefore we do not need the connection between tries in order to search. This takes O(|B r i | log σ) time. Let v lz be the LZTrie node corresponding to B i . Then we store R[preorder(v r )] ← preorder(v lz ). The overall work on LZTrie is O(n log σ), since each string is generated in O(log σ) time (because of the data structure used to represent letts). For the RevTrie, on the other hand, we have that n i=1 |B r i | = u, and thus the overall time is O(u log σ). We then sample n values of R, as explained in [7] . 6. We allocate space for arrays V W and S W [7] , which are used to compute function ϕ in RevTrie. This adds O(n log σ) = o(u log σ) extra bits. We traverse the RevTrie in preorder, and for every non-empty node with preorder i we map to LZTrie using R[i], and then write sequentially the degree of R[i] in unary in V W , and the symbols labeling the children of R[i] in S W . This takes O(n) time overall. Then we preprocess V W and S W with data structures to support rank and select on them. 7. We build on R the data structure for inverse permutations of [52] , using the same procedure as in Section 5.2, raising the overall space requirement to (1 + )uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. This takes O(n) time. We then sample n values of R −1 , as explained in [7] . 8. We reuse the space allocated for array R to build the uncompressed representation of function ϕ. Just as in
Step (5), we do not need the connection between tries in order to navigate the RevTrie, and hence we do not need the information of array R. Recall from [6] that ϕ acts as a suffix link in RevTrie, and we only store suffix links for the n non-empty nodes. Henceforth, we traverse again the LZTrie in preorder, and generate each phrase B i = xa in O(log σ) time, for x ∈ Σ * , and a ∈ Σ. Then we search for ax r and x r in RevTrie, obtaining non-empty nodes v r and v r respectively. Thus, we store ϕ[preorder(v r )] ← preorder(v r ), and go on with the next phrase in LZTrie. Thus, the work for phrase B r i = xa takes O((|ax r | + |x r |) log σ) = O(|B r i | log σ) time, and thus the overall time is O( n i=1 |B r i | log σ) = O(u log σ). 9. We build the compressed version of ϕ, requiring only extra O(n log σ) = o(u log σ) bits for the final compressed representation of ϕ. The representation of ϕ is as follows, profiting from the fact that ϕ can be divided into (up to) σ strictly increasing subsequences. Rather than storing ϕ[i], we store the δ-code [16] [6, 7] for more details. We then free the uncompressed ϕ. We could alternatively use the approach of [11] to construct ϕ, which is originally defined to construct function Ψ of Compressed Suffix Arrays [29, 63] in O(u log u) time and requiring only O(u log σ) bits of space. In the case of constructing ϕ = R −1 (parent lz (R[i])), for every RevTrie preorder i = 1, . . . , n, with this alternative approach this would take O(n log n + n ) = O(u log σ + u log σ log u ) time, for any 0 < < 1, requiring no asymptotic extra space (just the o(u log σ) bits for ϕ). In our case, however, we have previously allocated space for array R, which we use to construct ϕ much faster. At the end of this step we drop the space requirement to uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. 10. We finally allocate memory for array ids [1. .n], and set it with all zeros. We also set i ← 1. We perform a second pass on T to enumerate the LZ78 phrases (this yields (u log σ)/B extra disk accesses in case the text is stored on disk), descending in the LZTrie with the symbols of T . We can use this algorithm to construct the LZ-index of Lemma 4, which only adds the Range data structure, which in turn can be constructed with the same procedure used in Section 4.7, Step (5). Since this requires 2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space to be constructed, we build Range before
Step (5) Finally, the LZ-index of Lemma 5 adds the Alphabet-Friendly FM-index [18] , which according to [25] can be constructed with uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space in O(u log u(1 + log σ log log u )) time. Then, we have: 
Experimental Results
We implemented a simplification of the algorithm presented in Section 4, which shall be tested in this section. We run our experiments on an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 processor at 3 GHz, 4 GB of RAM and 1MB of L2 cache, running version 2.6.13-gentoo of Linux kernel. We compiled the code with gcc 3.3.6 using full optimization. Times were obtained using 10 repetitions.
A Practical Implementation of Hierarchical Tries
We implement our construction algorithms for Scheme 2 and Scheme 3, and use a simpler representation for the hierarchical trie, just as defined in our original work [4] . In this simpler representation, every block in the tree uses contiguous memory space, which stores all the block components. We define different block capacities N m < N 2 . . . < N M , and say that a block of size N i is able to store up to N i nodes. When we want to insert a node in a block p of size N i < N M which is already full, we first create a new block of size N i+1 , copy the content of p to the new one, and then insert the new node within this block. This is called a grow operation. If the full block p is of size N M , we say that p overflows. In such a case we proceed as explained in Section 4.1, with the only difference that the subtree to be reinserted is searched by traversing the whole block (we choose the subtree of maximum size not exceeding N M /2 nodes, just as in [4] ).
To ensure a minimum fill ratio 0 < α < 1 in the trie blocks, thus controlling the wasted space, we define N i = N i−1 /α, for i = 2, . . . , M , and 1 N m 1/α. Notice that parameter α allows us for time/space trade-offs: smaller values of α yield a poor utilization of blocks, yet they trigger a smaller number of grow operations (which are expensive) as we insert new nodes. The opposite occurs for large values of α.
The block representation is completely static: the whole block is rebuilt from scratch upon insertions, or upon block overflows. We do not store information to quickly navigate the parentheses within each block. So, we navigate them by brute force (using precomputed tables to avoid a bit-per-bit scan, just as for the balanced parentheses data structure by Navarro [56] ). In this way, navigations can be a little bit slower, yet we save space and time reconstructing these data structures after every insertion. We will show, however, that this is a very efficient representation for our intermediate tries, achieving competitive results in practice.
We use the following parameters throughout our experiments: N m = 2, N M = 1024, and α = 0.95, according to the preliminary results obtained in [4] . We assume the reduced-memory model presented in Section 4.7. We also show the results for the model in which only main memory is used, where in most cases the maximum total space coincides with the size of the final LZ-index. We use the memusage application by Ulrich Drepper 6 to measure the peaks of main memory usage. Since our algorithms need to use the disk to store intermediate partial results, we measure the user time plus the system time of our algorithms.
We show the results only for Scheme 2 and Scheme 3, since these are the most competitive in practice [5] , and also because the most critical points along the indexing algorithm (i.e., the construction of the hierarchical tries) is the same for all schemes (including the original LZ-index). For Scheme 3, we choose parameters 1/ = 1 and 1/ = 15 for the inverse-permutation data structures. These represent the extreme cases (both for time and space requirements) tested in [5] ; intermediate values offer interesting results as well. Note that when 1/ = 1 the space requirement of Scheme 3 is the same as that of the original LZ-index.
Indexing English Texts
For the experiments with English texts we use the 1-GB file provided in the Pizza&Chili Corpus [19] , downloadable from http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/texts/nlang/english.1024MB.gz.
In Table 3 (a) we show the results for English text. As it can be seen, the most time-consuming tasks along the construction process are that of building the hierarchical representations of the tries. For LZTrie, the construction rate is about 1.01 MB/sec, while for RevTrie the result is about 0.39 MB/sec. Thus, RevTrie is much slower than LZTrie to be built. The overall average indexing rate is 0.29 MB/sec for Scheme 2, 0.29 MB/sec for Scheme 3 (1/ = 1), and 0.28 MB/sec for Scheme 3 (1/ = 15). As it can be seen, the sample rate of the inverse permutations in Scheme 3 does not affect much the indexing speed.
For Scheme 2, the maximum main-memory peak is reached at Step 3, and it is of about 548 MB. This means about 0.54 times the size of the original text needed to construct the Scheme 2 for the English text. This is 0. 59 The results are very similar for Scheme 3 and 1/ = 1. For 1/ = 15, however, the peak of memory usage when considering the total indexing space at each step is reached at Step 4, and it is slightly greater than the space needed by the final Scheme 3 (more precisely, 1.15 times the size of the final Scheme 3).
As a comparison, we indexed a 500-MB prefix of this text with the original construction algorithm of Scheme 2, using an approach similar to that used in [56] , with non-space-efficient intermediate representation for the tries. The peak of main memory is 1,566 MB (this means 3.13 times the size of the original text) 7 , with an indexing rate of about 1.29 MB/sec (see Table 4 (b)). This means that our indexing algorithm is 4.60 times slower than the original indexing algorithm (see column "Slowdown" in Table 4 (b)), yet we require 5.80 times less memory (see column "Space reduction" in Table 4 Table  4 (b)). Note the bigger difference among RevTrie representations. This is because we are not only using a space-efficient representation, but also because we are compressing empty unary paths at reverse-trie construction time. Thus, we can conclude that our space-efficient trie representations are effective to reduce the indexing space of LZ-index schemes. The price is, on the other hand, a slower construction.
Indexing the Human Genome
For the test on DNA data we indexed the Human Genome 8 , whose size is about 3,182MB. In Table 3(b) we show the results obtained with our construction algorithm. The indexing rate for the hierarchical LZTrie 7 It is important to note that the original algorithm uses just main memory to construct Scheme 2 8 http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/bigZips/est.fa.gz. Table 4 (b) for a comparison with the original construction algorithm for Scheme 2, indexing a 500-MB prefix of the Human Genome. Table 5 shows the practical results for the best indexing algorithms we know of. The results have been taken from the original papers indicated in the table. As a comparison, W.-K. Hon et al. [31, 30] index the Human Genome with the CSA in about 24 hours, using a Pentium IV processor at 1.7 GHz with 512 KB of L2 cache, and 4 GB of main memory, running Solaris 9 operating system. Despite the difference in CPU rate of our machine compared to Hon et al.'s, the difference in indexing time suggests us that the LZ-index can be space-efficiently constructed in much less time than CSAs. Hon et al. also construct the FM-index in about 4 extra hours, for a total of about 28 hours. The algorithm of [15] , on the other hand, indexes the Human Genome in about 8.52 hours, using secondary storage and just a constant amount of main memory.
Ours is a relevant practical result, specifically for biological research, since it demonstrates that it is feasible to index the Human Genome within less than 5 hours and in the main memory of a desktop computer. Table 5 . Comparison of indexing algorithms to construct an index for the Human Genome. For suffix trees, Kurtz estimated the indexing time on his machine, whose CPU is 10 times slower than ours. In case of suffix arrays, we estimate the indexing space according to the space used with other texts; we do not have time estimations for these. In both cases the indexing algorithms are probably faster than our algorithms for the LZ-index (provided they have the given amount of main memory available). 
Index
Indexing XML Data
Another relevant application is that of compressing and searching XML texts. Nowadays many applications handle text data in XML format, which are automatically generated in large amounts. It is interesting therefore to be able to compress the data, while at the same time being able to search and extract any part of the text, since XML data is usually queried and navigated by other applications. We indexed the file http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/texts/xml/dblp.xml.gz of about 285 MB provided in the Pizza&Chili Corpus. This text is highly compressible. In Table 6 (a) we show the results for XML text. The indexing rate for LZTrie is about 1.43 MB/sec, while for RevTrie it is about 0.65 MB/sec. The overall indexing rate is about 0.44 MB/sec. See Table 4 (a) for statistics regarding the memory peak of the algorithm, as well as a comparison between intermediate and final trie representations. See Table 4 (b) for a comparison with the original construction algorithm.
Indexing Proteins
Another interesting application of text-indexing tools in biological research is that of indexing proteins. We indexed the text http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/texts/protein/proteins.gz of about 1 GB provided in the Pizza&Chili Corpus. This is a not so compressible text.
In Table 6 (b) we show the results for proteins. The indexing rate for the hierarchical LZTrie is about 0.92 MB/sec, while for RevTrie it is about 0.24 MB/sec. The indexing rate for RevTrie is much slower than for other texts. This could be mainly because proteins are not so compressible, and then the tries have a greater number of nodes to be inserted, making the process slower. The overall indexing rate is about 0.19 MB/sec.
See Table 4 (a) for the statistics regarding the memory peak of the algorithm, as well as a comparison between intermediate and final trie representations. See Table 4 (b) for a comparison with the original construction algorithm for Scheme 2, indexing a 500-MB prefix of Proteins. 
Conclusions and Future Work
The space-efficient construction of compressed full-text self-indexes is a very important aspect regarding their practicality. In this paper we proposed a space-efficient algorithm to construct Navarro's LZ-index [55] . Given the data structures that conform the LZ-index, this problem is highly related to the representation of succinct dynamic σ-ary trees. Thus, the basic idea is to construct the tries of LZ-index using spaceefficient intermediate representations supporting fast incremental insertion of nodes. Our algorithm requires asymptotically the same space as the final LZ-index, i.e. 4uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits, to construct the LZindex for a text T [1.
.u] in O(u log σ) time, being σ the alphabet size and H k (T ) the k-th order empirical entropy of T . We also show that all LZ-index variants presented in [7, 5] can be constructed within the same space needed by the final index. These smaller indexes are able to replace the original LZ-index in many practical scenarios [5] , hence the importance to space-efficiently construct them.
We defined an alternative model in which we have a reduced amount of main memory to perform the indexing process (perhaps less memory than that needed to accommodate the whole index). We show that the LZ-indexes can be constructed within uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space, in O(u(log σ + log log u)) time. This means that the LZ-indexes can be constructed within asymptotically the same space than that required to store the compressed text.
Our experimental results indicate that all LZ-index versions can be constructed in practice within the same amount of memory as needed by the final index. Under the reduced-memory scenario, we have that the LZ-index versions can be constructed requiring 0.40 -1.05 times the size of the original text, depending on the compressibility of the text. This means about 3.39 -7.50 times less space as that needed by the original construction algorithm (which works assuming that there is enough memory to store the whole index in main memory). Our indexing rate is about 0.19 -0.44 MB/sec., which is 4.60 -9.58 times slower than the original construction algorithm. In conclusion, our algorithm requires much less memory than the original one, in exchange for a slower construction algorithm. However, our indexing algorithm is still competitive with existing indexing technologies. For example, we are able to construct the LZ-index for the Human Genome in less than 5 hours, while Dementiev et al. [15] and Hon et al. [32] require 8.5 and 24 hours to construct the suffix array and Compressed Suffix Array for the Human Genome, respectively.
An interesting application of our indexing algorithm is in the construction of the LZ78 parsing of a text T . Grossi and Sadakane [64] define an alternative representation for the LZ78 parsing, which has the nice property of supporting optimal time to access any text substring. The parsing consists basically of the LZTrie (the trie topology and array of edge symbols), plus an array that, for any phrase identifier i, stores the preorder of the corresponding LZTrie node. Using our notation, the latter is just array ids −1 . Jansson et al. [34] propose an algorithm to construct the parsing in O( u log σ u (log log u) 2 log log log u ) time and requiring uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits of space. The algorithm, however, needs two passes over the text, which means (u log σ)/B extra disk accesses if it is stored on disk, which can be expensive. We can reduce the number of disk accesses as follows, mainly when the text is compressible:
-We construct the hierarchical LZTrie for T , storing the phrase identifier for each node. We can erase T since it is not anymore necessary. This takes O(u(log σ + log log u)) time. -We build the final LZTrie, storing array ids on disk, as it was explained in Section 4.7. This takes extra O(u(log σ + log log u)) time, and performs (uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B extra disk accesses. -We then free the hierarchical LZTrie and load array ids back to main memory, performing (uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B extra disk accesses. -We compute ids −1 in place, using the algorithm of Lemma 2, and this way we complete the representation for the LZ78 parsing of text T .
As seen, we exchange the (u log σ)/B extra disk accesses of [34] by (2uH k (T ) + o(u log σ))/B. This can be much better, specifically in the case of large compressible texts. The total time is O(u(log σ + log log u)), and the maximum main-memory space used is uH k (T ) + o(u log σ) bits. We think that our methods could be extended to build related LZ-indexes [17, 62] within limited space.
